Abstract. Let X be a scheme. We prove that the class of all pure acyclic complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves is covering. As an application we show that there is an equivalence between the pure derived category of X and a full subcategory of the homotopy category of injective quasi-coherent sheaves.
Introduction
Let X be an arbitrary scheme and QcoX be the category of all quasi-coherent sheaves of O X -modules. There is two notions of purity in QcoX, the geometric notion and the categorical notion. The categorical notion of purity implies the geometric notion but the converse need not be true unless X is affine(see [EGO14] ). Those notions of purity induced two different pure exact structure on QcoX and yielding two different pure derived category for X which is studied by several authors(see [CH02] , [K12] , [Gi15] [HZ15], [EGO14] ).
We recall the definitions of such purities. Let E : 0 / / F / / G / / K / / 0 be an exact sequence in QcoX.
(i) E is said to be geometric pure if for each O X -module K, the sequence K ⊗ O X E is exact. (ii) E is said to be categorical pure if Hom O X (G, E) is exact for each finitely presented object G in QcoX(see [Cr94] ). It is necessary to emphasize that, in general case, QcoX need not be a locally finitely presented. Consequently, the only notion of purity in QcoX, which is naturally remain to be studied, is the geometric notion. A complex in QcoX is said to be pure acyclic if it remains exact after tensoring with any O X -module. By using the Neeman's method in ( [Ne90] ), the pure derived category D pur (X) of X with respect to the geometric notion of purity, can be presented by the quotient of the homotopy category K(X) of X modulo its thick subcategory K pac (X) consisting of all pure acyclic complexes in QcoX.
In Section 2 of this paper, we use the geometric notion of purity and prove the completeness of the cotorsion theory induced by pure acyclic complexes in QcoX. This leads us to the existence of an equivalence between D pur (X) and a full subcategory of the homotopy category K(InjX) of injectives in QcoX, in Section 3.
Let us first fix some notations and definitions that we need in this paper. Let X be an arbitrary scheme and O X -modules be quasi-coherent sheaves of O X -modules, R is an associative ring with 1 = 0, modules are unitary left R-modules. We write complexes cohomologically. Let X be an additive full subcategory of QcoX, by a complex in X we mean a complex
in QcoX such that for every i ∈ Z, X i ∈ X. The category of complexes in X is denoted by C(X); the objects are complexes and morphisms are cochain maps. Let InjX be the class of all injective objects in QcoX, then C(InjX) is the full subcategory of C(X) = C(QcoX). It is well known that if X is additive (resp. Grothendieck) then so is C(X). In particular, C(X) is a Grothendieck category. Let X, Y be a pair of objects in C(X), the extension group Ext 1 C(X) (X, Y) is the set of equivalence classes of short exact sequences 0 → Y → P → X → 0 in C(X). A pair (X, Y) of classes of objects in C(X) is said to be a cotorsion theory if X ⊥ = Y and X = ⊥ Y, where the left and right orthogonal are defined as follows
Pure acyclic cover of complexes
Let C pac (X) be the full subcategory of C(X) consisting of all pure acyclic complexes. In this section, we prove that the pair (C pac (X), C pac (X) ⊥ ) is a complete cotorsion theory in C(X). This provides a way in proving the existence of pure acyclic covers in C(X)(for definitions of covers and envelopes see [Xu96] ).
Let C 2 0 (X) be the Grothendieck category of bounded complexes in QcoX of the form 0
/ / 0 and P 2 0 be its full subcategory consisting of pure acyclic complexes. We use [EE05, Proposition 3.3] frequently and prove the following lemma which has a fundamental role in this section.
Let U be the set of all affine open subsets of X. Recall that the cardinality of an
Proof. Let κ ≥ max{|O X |, |U |, ℵ 0 } be a cardinal number and 0
Assume that for all U ∈ U , X U be a subset of G(U ) with |X U | ≤ κ. We show that there is pure submodules G ′ 0 , G 0 and G ′′ 0 of G ′ , G and G ′′ respectively, such that the induced sequence 0
with pure exact rows and columns, for all U ∈ U , we have
Repeat this processes inductively and get a pure submodule
K n , and we are done.
Without loss of generality we can let n = 0. By Lemma 2.1 we have the following commutative diagram
with pure exact rows and columns such that X U ⊆ G 0 0 (U ) and max{|G 0 0 |, |K 0 0 |, |K 1 0 |} ≤ κ. We use an inductive procedure to obtain, pure exact sequences
The following remark help us to prove the main result of this section.
Remark 2.3. Let C pac (FlatX) be the category of pure acyclic complexes of flat O Xmodules and G be an object of C(X). By [HS13, Proposition 2.6.], there is an exact sequence 0 / / G / / G ′ / / P / / 0 in C(X) with G ′ ∈ C pac (FlatX) ⊥ and P ∈ C pac (FlatX).
Theorem 2.4. The pair (C pac (X), C pac (X) ⊥ ) is a complete cotorsion theory.
Proof. Theorem 2.2 implies that the pair (C pac (X), C pac (X) ⊥ ) is cogenerated by a set.
It suffices to prove that for any complex G, there is an epimorphism Y / / G / / 0 of complexes of O X -modules with Y ∈ C pac (X). By remark 2.3 there is an exact sequence 0 / / G f / / G ′ / / P / / 0 of complexes with G ′ ∈ C pac (FlatX) ⊥ and P ∈ C pac (FlatX). Then the exact sequence 0 / / Σ −1 C / / con(f ) / / G / / 0 completes the proof whenever con(f ) is the mapping cone of f .
Corollary 2.5. Every complex of O X -modules admits C pac (X)-cover and C pac (X) ⊥ -envelope.
At the end of this section, we use the technique of the proof of [EG98, Proposition 3.4] and deduce the following result.
(ii) for any pure acyclic complex X, Hom
is an acyclic complex.
The geometric pure derived category
Let T = K(X) be the homotopy category of X and S be a full subcategory of T . Then S ⊥ := {Y ∈ T | Hom T (S, Y ) = 0, for all S ∈ S}, is the right orthogonal of S(the left orthogonal is defined dually). A pair (S, C) of full subcategories of T is called a complete cotorsion theory if S = ⊥ C, S ⊥ = C and the inclusion functor S → T has a right adjoint or, equivalently, the inclusion functor C → T has a left adjoint.
By Proposition 2.6, the category C pac (X) ⊥ is closed under suspension and mapping cone. Therefore we can consider the homotopy category K(PinjX) = {X ∈ K(X)| X is isomorphic in C(X) to some P ∈ C pac (X) ⊥ ⊆ C(InjX)} which is a full subcategory of the homotopy category K(InjX) of injective O X -modules. The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1. The pair (K pac (X), K(PinjX)) is a complete cotorsion theory.
Proof. By 2.6, we have
Theorem 2.4 there exists a degree-wise split exact sequence 0 / / I / / P / / X / / 0 of complexes, where P ∈ C pac (X) and I ∈ C pac (X) ⊥ ⊆ C(InjX). This induces the canonical triangle ( * ) : I / / P / / X / / ΣG , where P ∈ K pac (X) and I ∈ K(PinjX). By applying the cohomological functor Hom K(X) (P, −), we have Hom K(X) (P, P) = 0. Then P is contractible and X isomorphic with I in K(X). Finally, by using ( * ) and [B90, Lemma 3.1], we are through.
By using Theorem 3.1 and [K10, Proposition 4.9.1], the following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.2. There ia an equivalence K(PinjX) −→ D pur (X) of triangulated categories.
In the following result, we provide a condition which implies the equality K(PinjX) = K(InjX).
Proposition 3.3. The inclusion K(PinjX) ⊆ K(InjX) is an equality if and only if every pure acyclic complex of injective O X -modules is contractible.
Proof. First assume K(PinjX) = K(InjX). Then for a given pure acyclic complex I of injective O X -modules, we have Hom K(X) (I, I) = 0. This shows that I is contractible. Conversely, assume that all pure acyclic complex of injective O X -modules are contractible. Let I be any complex of injective O X -modules, and consider the short exact sequence 0 / / I f / / X / / G / / 0 where G ∈ K pac (X) and X ∈ K(PinjX). Then G is a pure acyclic complex of injective O X -modules which is contractible by assumption. The following commutative diagram
3.1. Absolutely pure O X -modules. In this subsection, we put a condition on X such that every pure acyclic complex of injective O X -modules is contractible or equivalently,
This encouraged us to focus on the homotopy category K pac (InjX) of pure acyclic complexes of injective O X -modules, particularly, on pure submodules of injective O X -modules. Recall that a submodule F of an O Xmodule G is called pure if the canonical exact sequence 0 / / F / / G is pure. In affine case, a pure submodule of an injective R-module is called absolutely pure. Absolutely pure modules were introduced and studied by several authors. In 1965 [Ma67] , Maddox defined the notion of absolute purity in the category of R-modules and proved that the subcategory of absolutely pure R-modules is closed under pure submodules and arbitrary direct sums. Also, he characterized absolutely pure modules over Dedekind domains. In 1969, Megibben([Me70] ) showed that the class of all absolutely pure R-modules is equal to ⊥ modR, whenever modR is the full subcategory of finitely presented R-modules. He also proved that, a ring R is noetherian if and only if every absolutely pure Rmodule is injective(see [Me70, Theorem 3.] ). This approach is also used independently by Stenström([St70] ), who also defined the notion of fp-injective dimension and gave some results about absolutely pure modules over coherent rings.
In the remainder of this section we employ the class of absolutely pure O X -modules and get an interesting result.
Definition 3.1.1. An O X -module G is called absolutely pure if it is pure in any O Xmodule that contains it.
Proposition 3.1.2. An O X -module G is absolutely pure if and only if it is a pure submodule of an injective O X -modules.
Proof. The result can be proved by a routine diagram chasing.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let X be a locally noetherian scheme. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) G is absolutely pure.
(2) For any U ∈ U , G| U is an absolutely pure O U -module.
Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2) Assume that G is a pure submodule of an injective O X -module I. Let U ∈ U and M be an O U -module, then we have the following exact sequence Proposition 3.4. Let X be a locally noetherian scheme. Then K(InjX) ⊆ S.
Proof. It is suffices to show that K pac (InjX) = 0. Let I = (I n , ∂ n ) be a pure acyclic complex of injective O X -modules. By Corollary 3.1.4, for each n ∈ Z, ker ∂ n is injective.
Remark 3.5. It is known that, when X is a locally noetherian scheme, QcoX is locally finitely presented. In [K14, Proposition 4.2], Krause used the categorical notion of purity and showed that every pure acyclic complex of injective objects in C(X) is contractible. As previously described, over non-affine schemes, the geometric notion and the categorical notion do not coincide. Unfortunately, in this work, we can not use [K14, Proposition 4.2] to get similar result for geometric notion.
